IGC Handicap committee report 2009

After the 2009 plenary meeting, the Australian Gliding Federation, the BGA, the Gliding section of the German Aeroclub and the SSA was contacted, to receive the contact information of their national handicap specialists.

The following persons are now members of the IGC handicap committee:

Axel Reich (Germany), chairman and liaison to Annex A
Tobias Geiger (Australia)
Russell Cheetham (UK)
Stefan Ronig (Germany)
David Stevenson (USA).

Actions in 2009:
A special site on the FAI/Gliding site was created, to provide all technical data of Clubclass gliders for the public, like EASA TCDS or Service Bulletins concerning the handicap definition.

A Club Class Glider Mass Form was created and used at the Junior WGC in Finnland for the first time, to help pilots to think about their personal glider/pilot combination in Terms of MTOM and Max weight of Non-lifting parts.

The ASW 20 handicap was discussed

The review of the missing weight data of the IGC handicap list is still in progress.

Enclosed you will find the Club Class Glider Mass Form as an attachment